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Measuring
Success

Secondly, and similarly, the number of folks stepping forward to
represent the ownership through service on the board of directors
may tell us how all the operational efforts of the store resonate

Matt Gougeon

generally through the community. Serving on the board of this

General Manager

organization is a crash course in cooperation. I myself served for
five years before accepting the General Manager position in 2009.
This is one of my favorite times of year as the General Manager of

It was through that service that my mind was captured by this

this cooperative. The holidays have passed, it’s not national Co-op

democratic, community-organized business model. The mere fact

Month, it’s not the height of local food season, and it’s not peak

that it was predicated on financial equity and filling need, rather

tourist time. What, you might ask, is the reason for my interest

than beating out the competition, hooked my curiosity through

in our current place on the calendar? You may find my answer

the relative slow plod of informed decision making and the built-

less than exciting — it’s election season for the MFC Board of

in flexibility of operations to adroitly serve owner need. The proof

Directors! Now is the time of year when all board candidate

is in the pudding. Consider that we are a grocery store that also

applications have been submitted and the field of candidates is

offers a full slate of educational programming. We tripled our size

known. However, my initial excitement in this regard has less to

four years ago to accommodate growing owner need. In that 2014

do with the individual qualifications of the candidates than the

expansion, we offered new service and product like fresh meat

number of candidates who have stepped forward and tossed their

and seafood and an ever-expanding product line through our

hats in the ring.

full-service deli. We became the U.P.’s premier purveyor of truly
local foods. We also have been on the front edge of food safety

The relative success of a cooperative may be measured through

and a strong partner in the development of regional food systems

a number of common business metrics; sales growth, contained

in an area where agriculture is often a difficult prospect. My point

costs, profitability, and various financial ratios that tell the tale of

is, the built-in flexibility of the cooperative model is a complete

business health. But the cooperative model presents a couple of

differentiator that helps us outpace competitors in a market. We

other metrics that sometimes get short shrift when considering

succeed because we are not just more of the same.

how well, or not, an organization like ours is doing. First there
is measuring the growth in ownership on an annual basis. I

So how do we fare in measuring engagement by owner and

report on this metric regularly to our board of directors, and

board candidate metrics? Well, 2017 was a record year of 469

occasionally to you at various times of the year. Given that owners

new households purchasing ownerships to tilt that scale. Board

account for 70 percent of sales revenue at the store, but make up

candidates? For three open seats we have a slate of seven engaged

only 60 percent of people shopping on a daily basis, it’s important

members willing to put their shoulder to the wheel of governance.

to monitor this ratio. Changes to this ratio could indicate a shift

Every time I think of that, I allow myself to smile. I look forward

in the perceived benefits of ownership in the Co-op, whether the

to working with whomever is elected to continue the growth and

community has a sufficient understanding of the benefits of the

relevancy of this fine organization. It’s just another reason to Feel

capital structure of a cooperative, or whether we are broadcasting

Good and Shop the Co-op.

either of these messages well enough.
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Getting It
Together

February is the month where I think clearly and begin to set some
goals. I know that when I am moving more and eating healthy,
everything feels better. My attitude, my sleep, and even my
clothes. I am fortunate enough to work in an environment that
supports whole foods, active lifestyles and stress management.
At least five days per week, I will grab lunch at the MFC salad
bar, where I can load up on fresh and organic veggies and lean
proteins. I also seek the knowledge of our Wellness Department
staff, who can help me find supplements to keep my immune

Mary Moe

system healthy under stress. Newly added to our Co-op is Yoga

Operations Manager

on Sundays. Professional yoga instructors from Rohana Yoga &
Wellness come to our classroom each Sunday from 12:30-1:30
p.m. and teach a FREE class to our community. It’s almost like I

I’m terrible at making resolutions for the New Year even though

never have to leave work… On second thought…

I am obsessed with the thought of having an organized planner.
I walk the aisles of stores flipping through and admiring the

Ok, so I may never be the type of person “that has it all together.”

spiraled notebooks and brightly colored pens and pencils and

I am still using the same planner from 2016… but I keep trying.

I think to myself, “this is the year I get it all together.” The meal

Whether it is making small, smart choices each day or browsing

planning, the important dates, what I ate that day, how many

Pinterest looking at videos of creative bullet journals, the dream

glasses of water I drank, how much money I spent, how many

of organization and pants that fit are alive and well in my heart.

miles I ran, where my kids need to be, all neatly logged into my

Happy 2018 to all each and every one you of you. See you around

beautifully organized book. My whole life in color and in one

the store.

handy resource.
Then the holidays arrive and the Co-op turns into a busy hub
of shoppers looking to make the perfect meal for “the vegan”
coming to dinner and questions of how to prepare gluten-free
dressing. Life becomes a whirlwind of work and kid parties and
concerts and gift wrap AND all of the sudden, it is February. Any
hope of making a resolution is out the window. And honestly, I
am relieved. I am relieved that I don’t have the added pressure of
making a commitment I know I won’t keep. I am relieved because
our store returns to everyday shopping for staples, I am relieved
the kids are back in school and best of all, I am relieved to stop
eating meals consisting of brie and bread and wine and the one
obligatory carrot. February is also the time that I have to face the
realities of the past six or more weeks of food, stress, and little
exercise. I put away my comfy work leggings and return to pants
that have a button and zipper. Because, well, you can’t hide from
tight pants. You just can’t. It’s time to be uncomfortable and pay
for my Brie consumption.
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Board of Directors
Candidates
Phil Britton

2018

Angie Cherrette

I've had the opportunity of
being a part of this board since
the expansion process began
five years ago, and have had
the privilege of seeing the
construction, settling-in, and
now flourishing of the co-op in
our new home on Washington
Street. Serving on this board,
representing you - the owners,
has been an incredibly fulfilling experience, and one I'd wish to
continue for one more term. I'm involved in many local/regional
food systems projects throughout Michigan as well as nationally,
and have followed the rapidly shifting grocery and co-op industry
trends for several years. I would love the opportunity to continue to
be your voice in ensuring our co-op remains relevant to its owners
and to this community we all cherish.

I grew up in Marquette and
moved back here 3 1/2 years
ago from California to start
my own Massage and Wellness
business, Sage & Spry, here in my
hometown. After struggling with
my own health, I have become
passionate about learning ways to
eat and live better while teaching
others to do the same. I have been
a long-time supporter of the Food Co-op and it acts as a wellness
and community hub for me. I would love to find more ways to
involve myself in that community and give back to something that
has played such a huge role in my life.
What strengths or talents do you feel you have that would be
assets to the board?
I thrive in a teamwork environment and am passionate about
health and wellness. I also have the experience of running a small
business, which gives me a wide skill set including community
outreach and marketing, web development and social media
presence, customer service and client retention, and event planning
and retail services.

What strengths or talents do you feel you have that would be
assets to the board?
I have a decade's worth of experience in working with Quality
Management Systems, both in the medical device industry and in
local food systems, which is an asset because board work is also
very systems-based. In addition to that, I'd say my time on the
board brings a bit of a seasoned (pun intended) perspective. And
my sense of humor.

What role do you see the Co-op playing in the community
over the next 5 years?
I would love to see it grow as a beacon for those wanting to
make choices that serve themselves, their community, and the
environment. It's a beautiful community that I believe could
continue to reach a wider audience and create more of an awareness
around health, our food choices, and environmentally conscious
living.

What role do you see the Co-op playing in the community
over the next 5 years?
I see the MFC continuing to serve a central, leading role in the
community, oriented around our Global Ends. Leading the
conversation and innovation around our relationship to what we
eat, and how that food gets to our tables and mouths. With the new
hospital opening basically next door, and a new Meijer opening
up down the road, the MFC has some unique opportunities and
challenges ahead of it in the near future, but how both of those are
met is centered on continuing to meet the needs of our community,
continuing to be that shared table where we're proud to say, as my
favorite grocery bag says, "I own a grocery store with a bunch of my
friends."
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Brittney Landis

What strengths or talents do you feel you have that would be
assets to the board?
I have a wealth of knowledge in procedural rule of order. To say I
am a green thumb would be a lie :)

My husband and I just recently
moved to Marquette from Fort
Wayne, Indiana. We have 3
children that I homeschool. I
loved shopping at the Three
Rivers Co-op in Fort Wayne and
I could give ideas and suggestions
to help Marquette Food Co-op.

What role do you see the Co-op playing in the community
over the next 5 years?
I see the Co-op as a hub for food education and assistance for the
greater community. The competition with national grocery chains
will only continue to pressure the Co-op into defining the services
being provided and I think those services must emphasize what
made the Co-op special in the first place; a welcoming environment
where food and wellness knowledge can be learned and shared.

What strengths or talents do
you feel you have that would be assets to the board?
I think outside of the box and am not afraid to give input.
What role do you see the Co-op playing in the community
over the next 5 years?
I believe that the Co-op will make the locals aware of the benefits
of heathy food and vitamins and possibly expand even more in the
future!

Mary Pat Linck

I am a longtime member of the
Co-op and served on the board
during the years the store was
on Baraga Avenue. This co-op is
near and dear to my heart, and
it has been so rewarding to see
the growth and expansion that
has occurred during the last few
years. After going off the board
due to term limits and then
staying off for some time because of family obligations, I now have
the time and the desire to serve again. The Co-op has changed so
much in the intervening years that I expect a very different board
experience than I had in the past. I will endeavor to be a quick
learner and do my best to represent the members of this Co-op and
of the community at large.

Nick Leach

I worked at the MFC for three
years after getting my bachelor’s
from NMU in environmental
science and while completing a
geographic information systems
certificate. I am currently
the Community Planner for
Negaunee Township where
I have gained experience
with democratically elected
and appointed officials. I also serve as the City of Marquette
representative for the Iron Ore Heritage Trail, am a member of the
County Airport Zoning Board of Appeals, and I am the vice chair
of the UPFE Food Policy Committee. I have a passion for urban
gardening.

What strengths or talents do you feel you have that would be
assets to the board?
I have a deep knowledge of Co-op history and have been a member
since the 70's. I am also very familiar with the store itself, the coop model, and this community. I believe that my knowledge and
experience would be a positive addition to the board.

If I am selected my aim would be to bridge the gap between the
owners, employees, and local farmers with the larger community as
a whole. Being elected to the Board with years of past employment,
through the transition from the old store to the new location, I
have a unique understanding of how the MFC is perceived through
multiple lenses.

What role do you see the Co-op playing in the community
over the next 5 years?
I see us continuing to take the lead in the education and
participation of community members with emphasis in the fields of
nutrition, food politics, community building.
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Kendal Mentink

Carole Touchinski

I am also a small business owner
(medical training), I grew up
working in my family grocery
store in Wisconsin and have
experience in all departments.
I am an organic gardener in the
city after downsizing from the
country a couple years ago. I have
lived in Marquette since 2007
after completing my RN degree.
I am a regular customer of MFC and believe in its's mission and
future as part of Marquette.

I have worked in the nonprofit
sector for 20+ years. Over those
years I have developed expertise
in fund development, strategic
planning, board development and
program management. I currently
work for Great Lakes Recovery
Center where I serve in three
different capacities: addictions
counselor, prevention services
and grant writing. I also serve as an adjunct instructor at NMU.
I am interested in serving on the board because I think the Co-op
is a major asset to Marquette and the greater community. I have
growing concerns about our food supply, the nutrient density of
our foods, and the abusive system that our food supply is exposed
to. When I shop at the Co-op I feel like I am getting very highquality food that has been grown and procured in a responsible and
ethical fashion. I believe everyone should be able to take advantage
of all the Co-op has to offer and would enjoy helping the Co-op
flourish in the community.

What strengths or talents do you feel you have that would be
assets to the board?
Grocery and management experience. An appreciation for all
things organic. Dedication to community and all that involves. An
environmental commitment to green living. Good interpersonal
skills working with others to meet common goals.
What role do you see the Co-op playing in the community
over the next 5 years?
A continual and growing part of the community. Continuing to
provide great food of course, but also a continued emphasis on
community involvement and education.

What strengths or talents do you feel you have that would be
assets to the board?
Strategic planning, program development, advocacy and public
relations.
What role do you see the Co-op playing in the community
over the next 5 years?
I see an increasingly important role for the co-op as a community
partner and educator.

Vote Online

February 14th - March 1st
at

www.marquettefood.coop
one voter per household
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Korean-Style
Short Ribs

Co-op
Recipe

Serves 4–6

Recipe from NYTimes Cooking

This dish, known as galbi, is a fine thing to eat in a restaurant, but it also makes for a wonderful and easy meal at home. If you buy English-style short
ribs, which are cut along the bone, you must butterfly the meat into a thin, long strip. If the ribs you buy are flanken-style, in which a band saw is used
to cut across the ribs, creating half-inch slices of beef dotted with three little bones, rinse them under cold water before seasoning to remove any bone
fragments. It’s a good idea to let the ribs marinate for at least two hours to allow the seasoning to penetrate; marinating overnight is even better.

• 3 pounds short ribs, cut in 1/2-inch slices across the

Rinse short ribs in cold water, pat dry and place in a wide
shallow bowl. In another bowl, mix together soy sauce,
brown sugar, rice wine, sesame oil, black pepper and
cayenne.

bones (flanken-style)
• ⅓ C soy sauce
• ⅓ C brown sugar
• ⅓ C rice wine

Put onion, garlic, pear and ginger in the work bowl of a
food processor. Grind ingredients to a smooth purée, then
add to soy sauce mixture. Add sesame seeds. Thin with ¼
cup water. Pour marinade over short ribs and mix well.
Cover and refrigerate for at least 2 hours, or overnight.
Bring to room temperature, drain and discard marinade.

• 1T sesame oil
• 2 t black pepper
• ¼ t cayenne or gochujang
• 1 medium onion, peeled and quartered
• 8 garlic cloves, peeled
• 1 small Asian pear, peeled, cored and quartered (or

Cook short ribs on a hot grill or under the broiler for
2 to 3 minutes per side, until nicely browned but juicy.
Pile grilled meat on a platter and serve immediately with
lettuce leaves on the side. Accompany with sliced hot
peppers, ssamjang and steamed rice, if desired.

use an ordinary pear or tart apple)
• 1" chunk of ginger, peeled
• 2 t sesame seeds
• Lettuce leaves

Photo courtesy of NYTimes Cooking

• Sliced red or green hot pepper, optional
• Ssamjang (spicy Korean soybean paste), for dipping,
optional
• Steamed rice, optional
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Chicken Fajitas with
Lime, Garlic, & Bell Peppers

Co-op
Recipe

Serves 6

Recipe by Amanda Latvala

This recipe is great when made in a cast iron skillet. Serve the chicken and veggies sizzling right out of the skillet just like they do in the restaurants.

• 1 clove garlic, minced

Combine first six ingredients and 2 T vegetable oil into a zip-top
bag to make marinade. Seal bag and shake well to combine. Open
bag and add chicken. Reseal bag and toss to coat chicken. Place
bag in medium-sized bowl in fridge and let marinate for 1-4
hours.

• 1 ½ t season salt
• 1 ½ t cumin
• ½ t chili powder
• ½ t crushed red pepper
• 2 T lime juice (1-2 limes)

Heat large saute pan or skillet over medium-high heat. Add
remaining 2 T oil to pan. Saute peppers and onions until
crisp and tender and remove from the pan. Set aside. Discard
marinade and add chicken to hot pan. Cook until no longer pink.
Add cooked veggies back into pan to heat through. Heat soft shell
taco shells as desired and assemble fajitas with toppings.

• 4 T vegetable oil, divided
• 1 ½ lbs boneless, skinless chicken breast cut into strips
• 1 green bell pepper, sliced into thin strips
• 1 red bell pepper, sliced into strips
• 1 yellow onion, sliced
• Soft taco shells
Optional toppings: shredded cheese, guacamole, sour
cream, salsa, refried beans

Photo courtesy of geniuskitchen.com
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You GottaTryThis!
Marquette Food Co-op Staff Pick

Candace P.
Wellness Department

Badger
Baby Balm
found in the MFC Wellness Department

I always have the Badger Baby Balm around the
house for my baby’s sensitive skin. Badger is a
company that I’ve come to love and trust because it
is a small, family-owned business that guarantees
pure, simple, and organic ingredients. The baby balm
is so soothing that even my daughter has come to
recognize it and loves having it rubbed on her back.
We also love the baby body oil and diaper cream!
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You GottaTryThis!
Marquette Food Co-op Staff Pick

Evan Z.
IT

Crazy Joe's
Fresh Salsa
found in the MFC Produce Department

Whenever I want to add life to a snack or a meal, I
grab Crazy Joe’s Fresh Salsa from the refrigerated
Grocery section. It has the kind of vibrancy that only
comes from fresh, locally-made products. This is
a salsa that only Yooper creativity could concoct. I
could eat it with a spoon, but it adds to sandwiches,
hearty breakfasts, or any savory dish that needs a
little spice.
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Great
Turkey
Giveaway!
The

February 10th

Spend $150
Get A Free Frozen Turkey
While Supplies Last – 50 Available!

Select your frozen turkey while shopping
Special orders count towards your total purchase
Check out and enjoy your free turkey!
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Calendar of Events
Game Day Sale

Acoustic Brunch: Chris Valenti & Dave Ziegner

Sunday, January 28 – Sunday, February 4

Sunday, February 11
12–2pm

Nutcase Vegan Meats In-Store Sampling

Get to Know Your Co-op Store Tour

Friday, February 2
1pm–4pm

Wednesday, February 14
6pm

Yoga at the Co-op

Acoustic Brunch: Green Gene

Every Sunday, February 2, 11, 18, 25 - Co-op Classroom
12:30pm–1:30pm

Sunday, February 18
12–2pm

Acoustic Brunch: Stuart Bruce

Marquette Food Co-op Board of Directors Meeting

Sunday, February 4
12–2pm

Flavors of the Silk Road Class
Tuesday, February 6 or 13
6pm

Tuesday, February 20
6pm

Sold Out
Wait List Available

Wellness Wednesday – 10% Off Wellness Products
Wednesday, February 21
All Day

The Great Turkey Giveaway

Acoustic Brunch: Daydreamers

Saturday, February 10
Spend $150, get a FREE Turkey!

Sunday, February 25
12–2pm

Crappie Coffee In-Store Sampling

North African Cuisine Class

Saturday, February 10
11am–1pm

Tuesday, February 27 or March 8
6pm

Spirit Creek Farm In-Store Sampling
Saturday, February 10
12pm–3pm

The

Fresh Feed
This newsletter is digitally published
monthly for owners and friends of the
Marquette Food Co-op.

Board of Directors

Phil Britton president
Cori Ann Noordyk vice president
Michelle Augustyn secretary
Richard Kochis
Collin Thompson
Courtney Morgan
Hillary Bush
Matt Gougeon general manager

Editing
Kelsie Dewar

kdewar@marquettefood.coop

Everyone is welcome to attend Board Meetings, held the
third Tuesday monthly at 6pm in the Co-op Classroom.
For more info: www.marquettefood.coop
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Design & Layout
Chad McKinney
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502 W Washington St
Marquette, MI 49855
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The views within this publication are as diverse as the 5,000+
households sharing ownership of our Co-op, and thus do not
represent the store, its Board of Directors, or staff. The Co-op
does not prescribe health treatments or products. We offer
the extensive knowledge of our staff, and encourage you to
prescribe for yourself—every individual’s right.

Open Daily 8am - 9pm
Everyone Welcome
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www.marquettefood.coop
906.225.0671

